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B.S. degrees might be harder to obtain
By Gwen Fariss

editor

The Faculty Senate tabled a proposal Thursday
to require students seeking bachelor of science
degrees to complete additional courses.
Under the proposal, students working toward a
B.S. degree would have to get credit for one year
of a foreign language. Students also would have to
complete at least three more hours of mathematics
and six to eight more hours of social or natural
sciences beyond the current general studies requirements.
Dr. Norman Garrison, chairman of the committee on academic policies, said the group proposed

the additions because the requirements for a B.S.
degree are not comparable to those for a bachelor
of arts degree.
"The B.A. is by far the more stringent degree,"
he said.
In addition to the 43-hour general studies curriculum required of all students, those seeking a
B.A.degree must complete three hours of
philosophy and six to 14 hours of foreign
language. Students have 68 to 76 hours of electives.
For a B.S. degree, students must complete three
hours of mathematics and three to four hours of a
social or natural science. They have 78 or 79 hours
of electives.

"The possibility exists that some could take that
(the B.S: degree) as an easy route," Garrison said
Friday.
"People are using the B.S. as a means of dodging the language requirement," he said. "That's
unfortunate. We feel that (the language requirement) is a part of the educated person's
background."
Some faculty argued against the additional requirements because some students seeking a B.S.
degree already have few elective hours.
If the senate passes the proposal, it will go to the
Undergraduate Studies Commission. It then would
need approval by the University Council.
See FACULTY page 2 ►

Professor solicits aid
in helping flood victims
By Kyra Scarton
assistant news editor

A JMU student called .-.;<
psychology professor Nov. 4
get
an assignment postponed.
She had a paper due that night,
but she didn't think she would be
able to turn it in until the next night.
She was caught in the flood.
"What happened here, which is
common, is that people underreacted," said Dr. Lennis Echterling, disaster response coordinator
for mental health services for Harrisonburg/Rockingham County.
"If she (the student) had recognized earlier how serious this was, she
could have gotten some things into
her car."
Echterling, who also teaches Community Psychology at JMU, has
been working on emotional first aid
since the flood occurred.
He is creating support groups,
organizing programs to educate the
public about reactions they might see
in themselves and directing crisis
counseling on an emergency basis.
"My experience with disasters has
been that people who are confronted
with traumatic reactions to disasters
very rarely seek out professional
mental health, instead they go to
their
physician,
their
ministers. . . ."
The hardship caused by the flood
is easier for people to accept since it

Sounds
Alive

was a natural disaster, he said.
"People don't have that sense of
bitterness they would have if this had
been due to negligence or
somebody's greed. But there's going
to be people looking for the easy
targets to blame, to take their anger
out on and that's where helpers
come in."
That also is where JMU students
can come in, he said, but volunteers
should be prepared to face some victims who respond angrily to their
assistance.
"We've been hit really hard and
now we're going through a recoil
period," Echterling said.
Relations between the university
and the community are strained during a crisis, Echterling said.
"Any conflicts you have in a community, any political difficulties,
when a disaster comes along, it intensifies it."
One volunteer who had just completed a 36-hour shift helping flood
victims drove by JMU and saw
students playing hackey-sack and
Frisbee.
The volunteer wanted to scream,
" 'You spoiled kids,' " Echterling
said.
"A lot of people are going to be
perceiving JMU as self-centered,
selfish and only concerned about
what they can get out of things."
See FLOOD page 2 ►

JMU junior Dean Leipsner plays a
variety of Top-40 hits as part of his
service, Sounds Alive DJ's.
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On the rocks

suff pho by EJ B,CKERT

°

Scott Stevens, an instructor in JMU's information and decision
sciences department, takes time to read on the quad recently.

Dominant
defense

Defense takes charge as
JMU's football team beats
Towson State 13-0.
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/2LB.T-BONE
DINNER

With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar
Including Soft Serve Dessert

1 for $4.99

(Good for any size party)
Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot
breads, and all you can eat from our
fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon
good only at participating Bonanza
Family Restaurants.
Coupon expires 1/1/86. Good all day
7 days a week
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BONANZA BONA^NZA_ BONANZA_

STEAK & SHRIMP
DINNER

With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar
Including Soft Serve Dessert

With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar
Including Soft Serve Dessert

1 for $4.99

1 for $5.99

(Good for any size party)
Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot
breads, and all you can eat from our
fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon
good only at participating Bonanza
Fa
Family Restaurants.

0.1

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot
breads, and all you can eat from our
fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon
good only at participating Bonanza
Family Restaurants.

Coupon expires 1/1/86. Good all day
7 days a week.
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• Coupon expires 1/1/86. Good all day
1 7 days a week Good lor any size party.
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BONANZA BONANZA BONANZA
U.S.D.A. Choice

PRIME RIB DINNER

With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar
Including Soft Serve Dessert

1 for $7.99
Offer incluaes entree, potato, piping hot
breads, and all you can eat from our
fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar Coupon
good only at participating Bonanza
Family Restaurants.

BONANZA BONANZA BONANZA

BONANZA BONANZA BONANZA

CHOPPED STEAK
DINNER

II

With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar
Including Soft Serve Dessert

O!

2 for $6.99

I/)

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot
breads, and all you can eat from our
fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon
good only at participating Bonanza
Family Restaurants.
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FOOD BAR
LUNCHEON
Including Soft Serve Dessert

z
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2 for $4.99
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o
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Offer includes all you can eat from our
fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon
good only at participating Bonanza
Family Restaurants.

O!

Coupon expires 1/1/86. Good for any
size party. Good 11AM-4PM Monday
thru Sunday

Coupon expires 1/1/86. Good all day
7 days a week Good lor any size party.

• Coupon expires 1/1/86. Good all day
1 7 days a week Good lor any size party.
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BONANZA BONANZA BONANZA BONANZA BONANZA BONANZA

BONANZA BONANZA BONANZA

Holiday Banquet Facilities Available. Check With The
Manager Of Your Local Bonanza.
PARTICIPATING LOCATIONS:
BLACKSBURG.VA
Gables Shopping Center
CHARLOTTESVILLE.VA
1525 E. Rio Rd.
COVINGTON,VA
Mallow Mall
DANVILLE-, VA
Riverside Dr.
(At Danville Plena)
R/SV

HARRISONBURG. VA
829 E Market St.
(Near Cloverleaf Mall)
LYNCHBURG.VA
2420 Wards Rd.
(Near River Ridge)
NORFOLK. VA
1601 E Little Creek Rd.
(at Military Hwy)
6626 Va Beach Blvd.
(atNewtownRd.)

PORTSMOUTH, VA
2835 Airline Blvd
RADFORD, VA
U.S. 11 at Rt. 114
RICHMOND, VA
1776ParnamRd
(near Regency Sq.)
61 E Belt Blvd.
4713 West Broad St
5004 Nine Mile Rd
(near Eastgate Moll)

ROANOKE, VA
5515 Williamson Rd.NW
3900 Brambleton Avenue. SW
(Cave Spring Corners Shopping Ctr.)
SALEM, VA260 Wlldwood Rd.
STAUNTON, VA
906 Greenville Ave
VIRGINIA BEACH. VA
981 Laskin Road

A-10529 An Advertising Supplement

WAYNESBORO.VA
1501 W. Broad St.
WILLIAMSBURG, VA
3012 Richmond Rd.
(Rt 60 west)
WYTHEVILLE,VA
U.S. Rt. 11 and Marshall St

'Breakfast served at this location.
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Flood

Faculty

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

The proposal probably would go
into effect for the class of 1990, Garrison said.
Also at the meeting:
• The senate approved a motion
to have senate members appointed to
each of the committees studying the
five-year plan.
Dr. William O'Meara, senate
speaker, said Friday that the senate
wants its own representatives on the
committees so members can relay
progress reports to the senate.
The five-year plan was developed
by Dr. Russell Warren, vice president for academic affairs, and suggests ways to strengthen JMU's
academic program.
Garrison said senate representatives on the committees would help
provide the cross section of the JMU
community that Warren has said he
wants involved in the project.
"We're saying, 'We agree with
you and here is another mechanism
for getting wide faculty representation.' It gives a formalized process
where people know they can put information in."
The recommendation will go to
Warren.

• The senate voted to keep a proposal about a plus/minus grading
system tabled.
O'Meara said the faculty will not
push the proposal because there are
more important projects to consider.
"I think our attention is now concerned more with the five-year plan
than with initiating a plus/minus
system."
The senate proposed and approved the motion last year. It then was
approved by the Undergraduate
Studies Commission, but was tabled
by the University Council.
• The senate approved a proposal
to allocate 65 percent of the funds
JMU receives for faculty raises to
the faculty as a whole, rather than to
individuals.
A 50 percent guideline had been
recommended for the 1986-88 biennium, but the senate wants all faculty to receive the funds to help "catch
up" with inflation, O'Meara said.
The remaining 35 percent of the
funds would be awarded to individual professors on the basis of
merit.

$200 Reward
Offered

No

Breeze

For information leading to
the conviction of the driver
-owner of a 1978 Pontiac
Lemans or Grand Lemans
that was involved in a hit
and run accident on the
night of November 10,
1985. The 1978 Pontiac
Lemans or Grand Lemans
has a heavily damaged
right headlamp and quarter
fender. Call Harrisonburg
Police Dept. 434-2545.

Because of the upcoming
holiday, The Breeze
will not be published
Nov. 28 or Dec. 2. We
will resume publication
on Dec. 5.
We would like to wish
everyone a happy and
safe Thanksgiving!
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Echterling compared the tension
to that between the city and the
county. "Harrisonburg got off easy
— the county got hit hard.
"We really can't fathom just how
bad it is. Even the people who are in
it don't know just how long it's going to take," he said.
"I think students can be a major
support here," Echterling said. "All
you need are some volunteers who
are willing to do some hard, dirty
work."
As for flood victims, "There's no
way you can immediately come back
after something like that and go on
without dealing with it," he said.
Being aware of how victims are
reacting to the crisis will help those
suffering from post-traumatic stress
syndrome.
These victims suffer a "high
degree of either feeling intensely
upset emotionally or the opposite of
that — feeling numb," he said.
Although flood victims have the
most immediate needs, survivors
also will have problems dealing with
the disaster.

"Disasters lead to certain problems because those people that are
affected obviously are victims, but
those who aren't affected, such as
the rescue squad workers and
volunteers, are beginning to feel very
drained because they're being affected as well," Echterling said
They are suffering from survivors'
syndrome.
"First they (the survivors) felt extremely relieved when they found
out how severe things were and their
first reaction was 'My God, thank
God I'm safe,' " he said.
"Then they began to feel guilty.
The victims are saying, 'Well, why
me? Why did this happen to my
family?' The survivors are saying,
'Well, why wasn't it us?' "
Echterling said people cannot and
should not be expected to erase their
experiences. "The harder they try to
erase it the more frustrating it's going to be."
The disaster will create "an indelible mark on their personalities and
^"iier.ge
lUCII
HVC
i IIC Clio
somehow to accept that and to transcend that."
i

EELLE MEAJDE
LOUNGE
Rt. 11 South

434-2367

Did you miss our open stage Sunday?
We're having another one this Sunday
4 P.M.-8 P.M.
Don't miss it!
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Executive discusses human assets in business
By Martin Romjue
staff writer

• A corporate executive said Tuesday that human assets will be a major factor in the business world in
the future.
Dr. Sheldon Weinig, chairman
and founder of the Materials
Research Company, told JMU
students and faculty that in the
future a no-layoff policy will be
significant for corporate success.
MRC is a high-tech manufacturing firm that supplies sophisticated
equipment for computers and electronics industries.
"This (country) is the only place
in the world where they (corporations) respond to the business cycle
with the knee-jerk reaction of
layoffs," Weinig said. "I think what
we have to decide is that this
capricious system of 'hire-layofffire* is no longer going to be useful."
MRC, which is based in
Orangeburg, New York, France and
Japan, has about 1,200 employees
and uses a no-layoff policy, open
communication and decentralized
management.
A no-layoff policy offers continuous employment in exchange for
worker commitment and flexibility.
Weinig defined his policy as one

"where you go to work for a company and it states to you that they
have a verbal contract saying that 'if
you do your job we won't send you
home without a salary.' "
His policies are effective in encouraging loyalty, commitment and
responsibility among his employees,
he said. "A no-layoff policy takes a
major burden off of your employees
and tells them they are part of a
family."
'
According to Weinig, MRC has
not laid anyone off in 25 years and
reported a loss for only one quarter
during that time. Compared to
similar companies with profit losses
and layoffs, MRC reports record
sales this year.
Weinig related MRC's no-layoff
policy to the philosophy behind
business contracts in Japan, where
MRC has major investments in a
factory.
Comparing lengthy complicated
written American contracts to simple
agreements among Japanese
businessmen, "The Japanese contract is a beginning — an American
contract is an end," he said.
"When the Japanese sign a contract, it is the beginning of a relationship. You work together. The
same thing is true for a no-layoff
policy."

Weinig criticized Americans'
"litiginous nature" and their obsession with detailed legal contracts,
which often involve legal disputes.
"I'm slowly teaching the people in
my company that the work can be a
meaningful and exciting experience,
and it doesn't have to be a legalistic
battle," Weinig said. "A no-layoff
policy is a total commitment of the
employees with the management to
do the best they can to be a good
company."
However, a no-layoff policy is not
problem-free. When a company's inventory is higher than customer demand, it often responds by laying
off many employees. This can put a
lot of pressure on a no-layoff firm.
Weinig counters this problem by
either transferring employees,
reassigning job duties, or rescheduling an employee's shift. Sometimes
Weinig's employees perform tasks
such as groundskeeping and building
maintanence when their regular job
demands are low.
When demand is high, MRC
makes its employees work overtime
instead of hiring extra workers who
eventually would be laid off.
"You have to run a lean, mean
business machine," he said. "It's
cheaper to pay extra overtime than
hire hundreds of extra people."

Another one of Weinig's policies
is pay freezes for older employees.
Once a worker reaches a certain high
income level, his or her pay is
frozen, with no mandatory retirement.
Weinig also warned of impending
problems for American businesses in
today's competitive market.
"We are truly under attack (from
foreign companies)," Weinig said.
"We are not doing as well as we
think we should, and there is no
question the problems confronting
us in the next decade will be extraordinarily profound."
He said, "Reality is that the new
worker of today is not docile —
they're individual, productive,
creative and a mixed breed. And
they're much tougher to deal with
because they want more."
He spoke as part of the College of
Business' Executive Lecture Series.
"We are going to see a new wave
— a new concept," Weinig said, in
reference to the no-layoff policy.
"I'm not sure it's going to work
for everyone," he said. "You have
to be rigorous and strict about what
the rules of the game are."
Weinig said, "If you're going to
be winners, I suspect you'll be with
companies that practice this type of
thing."

Business course intructs students
about corporate power and influence
By Kevin McCarthy
staff writer

iy KEVIN ROPP

Dr. Barry Wisdom, who teacheVx>rganlzational behavior, said the course "tries to
create a climate to motivate others."

.

Business students at JMU have the chance to
learn about power and influence in the corporate
world.
Management 311, organizational behavior,
teaches students about human behavior and
motivation in the business organization.
According to a recent story in the Richmond
Times-Dispatch, there is a growing trend at large
business schools across the country to offer
courses dealing with the subject. Students at
universities such as Harvard and Dartmouth are
flocking to courses that deal with influence and on
how to climb the corporate ladder.
Although organizational behavior isn't geared
specifically toward power, it stresses leadership
communication, said Dr. Robert Holmes, dean of
the College of Business.
"It tries to create a climate to motivate others,"
he said. A cookbook approach is applied, using
basic concepts, behavioral exercises and case
studies.
Dr. Barry Wisdom, one of the professors who
teaches the class, said it is taught on the individual,
group and organizational levels.
The individual level is most important, he said.
Topics discussed include motivation, personality
and perception. The individual's perception of the
surrounding world is emphasized because it
sometimes is taken for granted.
"Perception is as-natural as taking a breath,"
Wisdom said. "We try to make the student more
aware that there are different ways of viewing
things. We stay away from stereotyping."
The group level deals with communication,
leadership, power and politics within a small
group. Discussion of the organizational level includes stress in management.

Organizational behavior is a "people course"
and complements a business student's course curriculum, Wisdom said.
"Although knowledge in business is necessary,
it's also extremely perishable," he said. "You need
people skills for the rest of your career."
Senior Clive Hoffman agrees. "The class deals
with people," he said. "Information you learn in
other classes may be outdated in 10 years. But as
far as people go, there isn't much change."
Hoffman, a management and marketing major
and president of the Human Resource Management Club, said "a lot of psychology" is used in
the class.
"In some instances you're put in the position of
manager and need to make personnel decisions."
Senior Pat Hally said the course is a good
preparation for the career world.
A management information systems major, Hally worked for a large business firm in Northern
Virginia last summer and found that organizational behavior "helps the employee understand
fellow workers better, as well as perceive management traits."
John Van Grinsven, a junior marketing major,
said organizational behavior is his favorite class.
"My professor (Dr. Otto Brenner) gives us real-life
experiences from jobs he has held in the past," he
said.
"That's something a textbook just can't teach.
As senior computer information systems major
Pat Hogan said, "It gives you a taste of the real
world."
Organizational behavior is part of the basic core
requirement in the business college and has as a
prerequisite Management 300, principles of
management. There are nine to 12 sections
taught each semester. Wisdom suggests students
take Management 311 during their junior year.
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Thanksgiving
closings
announced
JMU will observe the Thanksgiving holiday Thursday and Friday.
No classes are scheduled, and
university offices and Carrier
Library will be closed during the
holidays. The university will resume
normal operations Dec. 2.
Residence halls close at 5 p.m.
Wednesday and reopen Sunday at
noon.
Carrier Library will close at 5 p.m.
Wednesday and reopen at 2 p.m.
Sunday.
All of JMU's art galleries will
close at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday and
resume regular hours Monday.

Seniors selected
for Who's Who list
Fifty-nine JMU seniors have been
named to the 1985-86 edition of
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges.
Who's Who annually lists the
most outstanding college students in
America.
Students are chosen for the honor
based on academic averages, ex-

courtfile
Non-student
gets charge
amended
By Kelly Manley

court reporter

A non-student pleaded not guilty
Nov. 15 in Rockingham County
General District Court to driving
under the influence and received an
amended charge of reckless driving.

tracurricular activities and service to
the college and community.
Students named to Who's Who include:
Kathryn Allen, Linda
Auther, Edward Allen, Jeannine
Bengermino, Pamela Bergren, Scott
Brown, Linda Calbeck, Andrea
Carhart, Mary Craige and Michelle
Crotteau.
~j
Also, Donna Dallas, Gwenanne
Donald, Jacqueline Edwards,
Marita Fegley, Rosemarie Fox,
Stephen Gardner, Douglas

Gouchenour, Laura Goodwin,
Bd nan tie Gray and Lisanne Hauck.
Also, Laura Hobgood, Robert
Houston, Thomas Hull III, Julie
Hylton, Holly Irland, Virginia
Jones, Rebecca Jorns, John Lazas,
Helen MacNabb and Patrick McCarthy.
Also, Brian Miksa, Linda Miller,
Barbara Muller, Bonnie Mullins,
Laura Niswander, Mary O'Lone,
Christianne Parker, Kathleen Parrott, Elizabeth Pulley and Traci

r*

AN ROTC SCHOLARSHIP WILL
TAKE CARE OF TUITION
WHILE YOU TAKE CARE OF BUSINESS.
Coming up with good grades is a job
in itself. It's even harder if you have to
worry about coming up with
tuition too. Army ROTC can
lighten that load. We've got
scholarships that pay tuition,
required fees and an amount for
books and supplies. Plus, pay up to
$1,000 each year they're
in effect.
What if you don't receive
one? ROTC can still help—with
financial assistance—up1 to
$1,000 a year—for your last two
years in the program.
So check out a way to keep
your mind on the books not on
the bucks. Find out more
by contacting your Army
ROTC Professor of
Military Science.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Driving under the Influence
• Non-student Theodore M Forrest, 19,
of Richmond pleaded not guilty and
received an amended charge of reckless
driving. He was fined $350.
Forrest was arrested by campus police
Sept. 21 on South Main and Cantrell
streets.
Indecent exposure and trespassing
• Non-student Dennis M. Hobbs, 27, of
Edlnburg pleaded not guilty Nov. 14 to Indecent exposure and was fined $300
Hobbs also pleaded not guilty to
trespassing and was fined $100.
Hobbs was arrested by campus police
Sept. 22 In Dlngledlne Hall.

Richards.
Also, Dawn Richardson, Tara
Riley, Steven Schwab, Holly
Seidelmann, Kathleen Short, Bryan
Simpson, Lorna Siron, Elizabeth
Sixeas, Duane Slyder and Kelle
Straw.
Also, Cheryl Todd, Jennifer
Wakefield, Constance Walker,
Druanne Waters, Margo Wells, MindyWhitesell, Robert Williams, Paul
Wilson and C. Paige Tharpe.

Cpt. Christopher S. KentcB
Dept. of Military Science
(Army ROTC) 568-6264/6355
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Leaders discuss flood relief projects
By Dick Futrell
staff writer

The Council of Campus Leaders Thursday
discussed ways to aid the area flood relief programs.
Helen MacNabb, council co-chairman and Student Government Association president, mentioned two projects that could use student participants.
An adopt-a-family program is being developed
in conjunction with the Salvation Army. The SGA
will be given a list of about 30 needy families, and
campus organizations could sponsor a family, she
said.
"If we as leaders can communicate that the need
is there, perhaps we can motivate," MacNabb
said.
A student relief force would work with Mennonite relief groups. Students would be sent
out in groups into the community to help victims
with cleanup efforts, she said.
"There has been a fair response so far," MacNabb said. But she also said there is much to be
done.
Melanie Knight, sophomore class president,
said, "The need is so great and I don't think peo-

Former governor
addresses chamber
on state colleges
Higher education should be placed
within reach of every Virginian, a
former governor told members of
the Harrisonburg/Rockingham
County Chamber of Commerce
Thursday at the Convocation
Center.
Recent tuition increases in the
state's community colleges and
larger universities have forced people away from higher education,
Mills Godwin said.
Community college tuition should
be lowered to open the doors of
higher education to high school
graduates who otherwise would not
be able to go to college, he said.
Godwin said community colleges
are a "godsend to people for retraining."
Community colleges should provide the same quality programs and
job training available at the more expensive four-year universities, he
said.
The cost of educating people is
less than the cost of supporting people on welfare and in prison, Godwin said. The best way to keep people out of these programs is to
educate them so they can find and
keep jobs.
Godwin called JMU a "great,
thriving, ongoing institution of
tremendous value."
He praised JMU President Ronald
Carrier and the rest of the faculty
and staff for their efforts to bring
the university national recognition
such as the recent U.S. News and
World Report survey.
Godwin Hall was named for the
former governor and his wife, who
graduated from Madison College
when it was an all-female school.
— Mike Wilson

ple realize."
Scott Brown, chairman of the University Program Board, said it has organized several benefits
including a toy collection at the Thompson Twins'
concert Dec. 5 and a flood relief benefit Dec. 1.
Also at the meeting, MacNabb said a tentative
alcohol policy will be released Dec. 4. An ad hoc
meeting will be held the following day in the SGA
office to discuss the policy.
Junior class president Sam Cucciniello said student leaders should try to develop traditions at
JMU. Suggestions included a junior ring dance, an
adopt-a-freshman program, a 100-day party for
seniors and a senior ball.
MacNabb agreed. "It's our responsibility to
start and keep traditions going."
Group members also discussed their activities.
Cucciniello said the junior class is considering
fundraisers and is studying community service programs.
Interhall Council President Brett Chaney said
the group is preparing an entertainment guide and
soon will release a loft proposal.
Alan Archer, president of the Black Student
Alliance, said the group is organizing a Thanksgiving project with the United Way to donate food to

four or five needy families.
The group also is planning a Christmas dinner
for black campus groups on,Dec. 14.
The council also discussed the.following topics:
• a student five-year plan.
Presidents of major campus organizations will
be asked to determine the projection of goals and
purposes of their groups, MacNabb said. Forms
will be sent to each in January in order to "coordinate efforts of organization and alleviate repetition."
• Warren Campus Center space.
Dr. Robert Scott, vice president for student affairs and CCL adviser, said no plans have been
made for the top floor of the center where Dukes'
Grill had been. The ballrooms still are being used.
• student apathy.
Wendy Jessee, Honor Council vice president,
mentioned the problem of student apathy in
organizations. Breeze editor Gwen Fariss suggested having social events like a football game to
build morale.
The topics of Greek image and vandalism were
held over the next meeting, which will take place
following a luncheon with the JMU Board of
Visitors Dec. 6.

JMU working on policy for AIDS
By Krlstine Kaplan
staff writer

More than 14,000 people in the
United States have it. None are
expected to survive.
The number doubles every
year.
Acquired immune deficiency
syndrome is a deadly virus that is
not well understood. Results of a
recent Washington Post poll
showed that half of the people in
the country are misinformed
about AIDS.
JMU students are no exception. One believes a person can
"pick it up from a water fountain." Another thinks it affects
only homosexuals and a person is
safe if be avoids physical contact
with them. Misconceptions like
these show how little students actually know about the disease.
The university does not provide any information about
AIDS to students. According to a
nurse at. the campus health
center, JMU is waiting for the
results of study that will provide
universities with the most recent
information about the disease.
A task force of the American
College Health Association,
which is conducting the study,
also will present some policy
guidelines -that colleges- and
universities may choose to adopt.
Dr. Robert Scott, vice president of student affairs, said that
until his office receives the study
results, there are no plans to provide information to students. He
said he hopes the study will be used in determining JMU's policies.
For now, there are adequate
sources' of information for
students, such as health agencies

and media, he said.
However, Art Thomas, president of Lambda Gamma Lambda, a student group that provides
activities for the gay population
on campus, said he thinks more
information is needed. The group
plans to donate pamphlets that it
got from health organizations to
the health center, he said.
Thomas said_ the university
should better inform students.
"People should be aware that it's
not just a gay disease. A lot of
cases are heterosexual."
Membership in Lambda Gamma Lambda has not been affected by the threat of AIDS, he
said. Members are more aware
and are taking precautions
against the virus.
Nationwide, a major issue is
whether students with AIDS
should be allowed to attend
public schools. Most areas are
banning the victims until more is
known.
Scott said a JMU student with
AIDS probably would be excluded from campus, especially if he
was a danger to others. The
university currently has no policy
concerning students with AIDS.
For now, any cases would go
through Scott's office and the
final decision would be made by
JMU President Ronald Carrier.
"We will evaluate each student in
the merit of each case," Scott
said. So far, there have been no
AIDS cases reported at JMU.
JMU students' and faculty
members' opinions about a campus policy on AIDS are varied.
Junior Gail Back said it is "unfair to expose the rest of the campus to such a deadly disease."
Thomas disagrees, saying that ex-

cluding a student denies his
human rights. Since there is no
evidence the disease is transmitted by casual contact, "the student should 6e allowed to rejnain," he said.
Sophomore Chuck Roy said it
is the victim's "responsibility to
.make sure there is no chance they
will spread the disease."
Dr. Roger Soenksen, assistant
professor of communication arts,
said he sees no problems with
AIDS victims attending classes.
Special housing arrangements
could be one solution, he said,
and he "would like to see the
university meet the special needs
and requirements to accommodate these students."
Junior Casey Laughlin said,
"They should be allowed in
classes, but I wouldn't-want to be
their roommate."
Research has shown that
although homosexual males are
the main risk group for AIDS, intravenous drug users and
abusers, blood transfusion recipients and heterosexuals also
contract AIDS.
The virus attacks the white
blood cells, which are vital to the
body's immune system. A person
then has few immunities and is
susceptible to many infections
and diseases. There is no known
cure for AIDS.
Experts advocate limiting sexual partners and using condoms
as the most efficient precautions
against AIDS.
The federal government Has
spent $200 million on AIDS
research over the past four years',
searchjng for vaccines to prevent
and drugs to treat the disease,'

\.
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classifieds
Help Wanted
Government Job* $16,040 - $59,230/yesr.
Now hiring. Call 80*687-6000, xR5526 for
current federal list.
Do you have the abilities to be a $
multImllllon corporate chairman? We are
looking for a few motivated and responsible managers with an Imaginative planning ability and a knowledge of business.
Experience Is not necessary! Personality
and abilities are important. Send resume
to us thru The Breeze, Ann: Corporate
Chairman.
Marketing Coordinator, Seasonal Positions, Kings Dominion. Begin midJanuary through mid-October, 1986.
Hours average between 30-40 hours per
week with 40-50 hours per week during
peak periods. Weekend work involved.
Duties Include assisting Marketing
Representatives in the coordination and
implementation of promotions and
special events and general office work.
Some travel involved. For an application,
write or call the Personnel Department,
Kings Dominion, Box 166, Doswell, VA
23047,(804)875-5145.

Vytis Simaitis

New Comic

For Rent
One bedroom apartment like new on Dutchmlll Court. Water, trash and lawnmowIng provided. No pets, lease/deposit
$225. 434-2100.
2 bedroom apartment for sublet. Lease
runs thru April. Gas for heat, cooking, &
hot water Included In rent. One mile from
campus. Park Apartments. Call 433-2972
after 5.
__^_
Spacious furnished rooms, singles,
doubles, kitchen, close! 433-9189 after 4.
House 3 blocks from campus: 3-4
bedrooms, bath, dining, living, fireplace,
washer. Available January, 1986. 5
students, $135/student. Call 434-1139
after 5 pm.
For Rent: Mushroom Mansion Apartment, one large room with refrigerator
and stove. Sublet for next semester.
S130/month. Call Bill, 433-3232.
Female Room Available, furnished, including utilities, $94/month. Call
568-4706.
University Court Townhouse • 2 rooms
available. Females only, own room, Spring semester, $135 plus utilities. Call
Susan or Pam, 433-3597
Female Roommate Wanted to share 4
bedroom apartment. Short walk to campus. $91/month. 433-0848, Gloria, Dana,
Margarita, Karen.
College Station Townhouse - need
female to sublet starting January. A/C,
heating, washer/dryer. All the luxuries of
home. Fully Furnished. $140/month.
Chris, 433-8988.

For Sale
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts todayl Call 1-312-742-1142, x5090
For Sale: 128K Macintosh, Apple 2nd
drive and Imagewrlter; perfect condition;
includes extensive software library and
Applecare service contract (in effect
from warranty) until 7/16786. $1750,
negotiable. Call 568-6325 or 434-2935
Female Contract for Sale. Spring
semester. Contact Brenda. 434-3643 or
PQ674.
Female Housing Contract for sale for
Spring semester. Possible rebate of $25
or more. Call x5658 or 6127 and ask for
Cay.
Speakers for PA. Electro-Voice. Price
reduced. Call x4580.
For Sale: Please buy my Housing Contract! Female/Spring. Call me collect,
Terrl, 703-978-5199. PO Box 1109.

Aaron Cole
WEt-U. HERE. GOES
N0THIMG •

I DOKTT kwou/, Cve«y
TIME « 00 utAfi. HE«, I
FC6L So SMAU. .

Stereo - Akal receiver and turntable, Sony
tapedeck. Excellent condition, must sell.
S300/nogotlable. x4732.
3 Female Housing Contracts for sale.
Call Julie after 5 pm. 433-0288.
Ball Python • 20 gallon tank, cover,
heater, bedding. $100. x4207.
Rosslgnol Vista II Skls-170, Salomon bindings and poles, San Marco boots - size
10. Good condition. $150/best offer.
x5465.
•
What a Bargain - 2 Female Housing Contracts for sale for Spring semester. $40
rebate. Call Trlsh or Lynn at x5640.
Plymouth '77, Fury, Auto, Air, Good
transportation car, new inspection. $825.
433-3433.
Washer, Gas Stove, Sewing Machine, Adding Machines, Audio-Video, Camera.
433-3433.
'78 Mustang II, 4 speed, 4 cylinder, new
tires and Inspection. $1225. 433-3433.
2 Female Housing Contracts for sale!
Spring semester. Contact Lisa at x5131
or Glynls at x4520.

Services
Horizon Sure Tan Is a Professional Tanning Salon. Best systems available and
five years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.
434-1812.
[^
Typing, Word Processing on letter quality printer. Overnight service available.
Call anytime. Donna Freeman, 289-9959

Free Karate Lesson - No obligation
(Special Student Rates). Open Monday
thru Thursday, 6-9:30 pm. Call Halterman
Karate Insl., 95 N. Main St., 4th floor.
434-8824. We train Champions.
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003.
Clubs, Sororities, Fraternities • We sell
any type of Imprinted Item: t-shlrts, caps,
glasses, cups, matches, etc. Variety of
fund-raising items. Call 433-6469 anytime
tor best prices.
Typing Service: 22 years experience.
$1.25/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Professional Typing
call Kathy at
433-8015 after 3 pm.
Professional Typing * Word Processing Free delivery, overnight service, & competitive rates. Call Kevin at 433-3147 after
5:00.
Typing: Experienced, professional quality. Call Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.
Typing, Papers, Resumes, Dissertations.
The Public Stenographer. 433-9212 for
Appointment.

Wanted
Femele Roommate needed to share
townhouse at University Court.
$160/month; completely furnished. Approximately 1/2 mile from campus.
434-3647.
*
Used, Portable, Electric Typewriter. Good
condition. Call Teresa, x4041, or write PO
785.

Vocalist and drummer seeking seriousminded musicians to form a group. Contact Mike, x7163, or Rhonda, x5770.

Lost and Found
Lost: Five keys on Ring Thursday, Harrlson Hall. 434-8990.
Found: Ring in Miller 101. Identify to
claim. x5612, Debra.
Lost: From South Main apartment. White
Peugot men's racing bike with accessories, Including pump, water, bottle,
red pack and speedometer. If found
please cail433-6429
Lost — Sat. night somewhere behind
Miller Hall-Black band, black face
woman's Seiko watch with gold hands.
Call Krlsty x4734.

Personals
It's Herel! The 1986 Men of Madison
calendar! Brought to you by Sigma Kappa! Only $6.95; see any sister to see the
cream of the JMU crop of mahvelous
Madison Men!
h
Bring your toys — Get In with a toy only
at TKE'a Toys for Tots Party.
Sally Gore • You have been a wonderful
pledge mum. Your dedication and love
for Phi Mu has been an inspiration to ail
of us. We are now your sisters in Phi Mu
and we love you very much. Phi Mu love
and ours, Your new sisters.
To the new Theta Chi Bros - Congrats
Love, the "Bids".

. •
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classifieds
Do you hate UVA? We do! Men's Swimming Tues. 6 p.m.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Swim Meet JMU vs. UVA. Tuesday
Nov. 26, 6 p.m.
MM'I

Tracy Leigh —I do. Really. Love, Mark.
Happy thanksgiving Everyone! Sigma
Kappa
Ski Club Membership Applications
available in the Outing Club Room.
Mystic Wolf - Get Trashed In Mexico?
Love your kisses, but I still need makeup
tor 2,3 &4. Your Sober Prey
Thanks to Debbie, Susan, Lacey, Steve,
and all my friends who made my Birthday
so Incredible. I'm gonna miss you guys.
Love, Jennifer. P.S. Deb, I may be leaving
In December but I'll be back March 25! I
^

The Realm - Coach, Musselhead, Psycho,
Rlggo, Gandhi "Happy Turkey". Donger
Loving R.A. ■ Can't cope? Need
"Nicholas"? Maybe some day! Ransom Refreshments and weekend in Jersey.
Hooters tickets?! Will contact!
Fay Is No. 11 Dr. Fay Ruebush has
been honored by Virginia Counsel
Association as Virginia Counselor of the
Year.
Karen A Sandl - Thanks for everything!
You're the best! Your Little Sis
The Commuter Student Committee is
here for you! We have the services, programs and Information that make commuter life great! Stop by and visit - WCC,
Room 108.

W/S's

*>

Wanted • BlonOe from A301B to adopt a
towny. Will offer laughter, good company and everlasting friendship.
Richard • 6 months from yesterday until
I'm yours forever. I love you, I can't wait
to be your wife. Jenny
Karen Turk - Happy 20th birthday. We
love you! Mary, Theresa, Dlna and Kendra
Princess Grace, Queenle - I miss you
guys - Let's do Steakhouse soon. I love
you both! Lady PI
Sarah Thornton - You are the best.
Thanx! Love, Tazz.
JMU Orienteering Club sponsoring a Bud
lite Frostbite 10K run Saturday, Dec. 7, at
Godwin Field. Registration fees: $4 early,
$5 day of run. For a registration form, call
Wayne Stliwell, 568-4218.

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

Free Karate Lesson - No obligation.
Halterman Karate Institute. Call
434-8824.
Beethoven - "So how ya been doing?"
Smile Please? Karema

"Well, guess who's home a little early from today's
castle sieae?"

The fords of Norway

1

\r__\ •■
V~A 1

!•■
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ENOUGH OF THIS
FOXING AROUNP.
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CLOCK IS
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LfiNie... I'M PERFECT
MARKIA6E MATERIAL. IU
emMOSTANYTHING YOU
COOK... I WONT BRING
MI Bee*. Bucwes oven
THE PAYS YOU WAXTM
FLOOR...

ANP MOST IMPORTANTLY,
IU Be seNsmve TO YOUK
NeeP FOR PERSONAL GROWTH
GIVING YOU PERMISSION TO
LOOK FOR A JOB UTTER YOU
RAlSe OUR NINE TO TEN KIPS.
I

SO PLEASE..WHAT IS
IT ABOUT ME THAT ANY
REASONABLE W0W4 IN
THIS POST-FEMINIST AMtRtCA
WOULPNT CRAV6 f
WELL 7

mu?

mis is A
TRICK
QUESTION,
ISNT IT *

Come party with SPE and Trl-Slg tonight
at JM's.
To all Sigma PI Brothers - We hope you
have a safe and happy Thanksgiving. You
all are great! Love, The Little Sisters.
To Our Big Slaters • Penny, Lee Ann,
Renee, Kim, Crls, Stephanie, Ressla, and
Kathy • Thanks for all of your love and
help! Phi Mu love and ours. Your Little
Sisters.
Penny Foster - You have come to be a
special person in my life. Thanks for
showing me what Phi Mu love Is all
about! Love YLS, Valerie.
Congratulations to the new Sigma PI
Brothers! You made It!! Love, the Little
Sisters.
T.A.Q. - The Aesaslnatlon Game • is
beginning again! Interested people call
Rob at x4518 soon for details. Starting
Monday! Call now!
Panhellenlc Publicity Committee Thanks for the great Job! Trlcla
Cube - Thanks for all your care and pa
tlence Thursday night. Love, Square.
Deana Holslnger - You are the best MtWe
sister! Love ya!
___
Angle, I Miss You!

'It's nice to sleep."
Ski Club Meeting - Dec. 4, 8 pm, PC
Ballroom South. Please bring dues,
membership cards will be distributed.
New members welcome.
Cookie Monster - Get psyched for
Thanksgiving! Gettysburg Billy Klngsley
Rules!
Yeanl Happy Birthday (almost)l You're
awesome .. ILU! E. P.S. Can't wait - Ian
can! Yayl!
___
Dave R. - Hope you have a great Birthday.
The Pals
;
ASX Brothers and Pledgee - Happy
Thanksgiving Guys! ASX Little Sisters
Flood and Christmas Aid Concert - Sunday, Dec. 1, 6 pm in Convo featuring:
Contraband, Country Bach, Star City
Band, Borderline, and Mike Rayburn.
Free - but donations of money and conned goods will be taken for Salvation Army.

Swim Meet Watch JMU's men beat UVA
Tues. 8 p.m.
Good Luck Men's Swim Team. —Beat
UVA. Lisa and Michelle.
Ski Club Members • First Flake Party Dec.
5, 9 pm, PC Ballroom South.
Thanks to all the "Men ol Madison" - You
look great! EK
SPE and Trl-Slg Sponsor Night at JM's
tonight.
;
Bubbala - Let's get drunk and stupid to
celebrate your 20th. Hope this one's your
best! All my love, Ton Amour.
Delta Sigma PI wishes everyone a happy
Thanksgiving holiday.
Joe • Wish we were more than friends.
Your Halloween F & A
Today's the Big Day Phlsl Love, Phi Mu.
Rob Leavltt • Thinking of you! Love, your
big sis. ^_^______

Crip • We still love you even if you do fall
out of your loft two times in one night.
Have a happy birthday! Love, Busch,
Drawer, Honey, Kelloggs, and Longwood.
Debbie - Did you know - I don't take
notes, I highlight in my book. But that's
okay because you slept In your beanbag
all summer I luv ya anyway! BL
Smoochor, I love you!
I did not write that last personal. Call me
sometime after Maria Is gone. I still think
you're "totally cool", No. 19.
Alex K. • You have been nominated for
the World's Hardest to Find Scope
Award. Where do you hang out? How
about JM's Tuesday night? An awed admirer
Buy your Christmas Csrds from Hoffman
Hall • an original photograph of the,
lighted Christmas tree Jn front of Wilson.
$1 each - call Hoffman, x6104 (between 7
and 12).

-
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Ails & People
Sounds Alive D.J.'s

Dancers move to the beat
of a different disc jockey
^

By Eric Gorton
staff writer

Tapping his hands on his thighs
and shuffling his feet to the beat of
the music, he watches the crowd
fill the dance floor in front of him.
From the sound system that hides
most of his 5-foot-8 inch frame,
come the most popular rock songs of
the last 40 years.
After starting each song, Dean
Leipsner looks over his music collection, always keeping time with the
music. He seems a part of the
system, full of energy and always
moving. When he finds the tape he is
looking for, he puts on his earphones and coordinates the tempos
so the transition is made without
missing a beat.
The 20-year-old JMU junior
began his disc jockey career six years
ago as Sounds Alive D.J.'s. This service plays the kind of music that
entertain barhoppers and partygoers
throughout Harrisonburg.
"You learn from experience,"
Leipsner says. "Every crowd is different so every show is off the cuff. I
try to play as many requests as I
can."
Leipsner is prepared for requests
with nearly 10,000 old and current
Top-40 hits. "I buy music every other
week^ during the busy times of the
year," he says. In May and June, his
weekends usually are booked solid.
Keeping his collection current is
the costliest part of the business —
costing close to $1,000 a year.
Behind his sound system four
briefcases, containing 60 cassettes
each, sit open on a row of chairs.
Not far from the tape collection is a
Molson beer crate full of singles. At
one time Leipsner's entire collection
consisted of records, but he
discovered tapes are more convenient "I spent a whole summer taping because the weight of records
KS* tremendous," he says with a

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP
Junior Dean Leipsner began his disc jockey career six years ago as Sounds Alive D.J.'s. "I would like to
get the name recognized down here," he says. "The business is well-known in the Washington, D.C.,
area where it started."
_,

His extensive, danceable collection occasionally forces him from
behind the sound system and onto
the dance floor. Dressed sharply in
jet black pants, a white long-sleeved
shirt white suspenders and a bright
red bow tie, he shows off his Fred
Astaire moves. Then he casually
slips behmd the sound system to anSee DISC JOCKEY page 9 *•
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Disc Jockey
*■ (Continued from page 8)

nounce the end of the '50s set and
the beginning of a '60s set.
"I have a lot of fun," Leipsner

says, "It doesn't feel like a job. It's
sheer enjoyment watching people enjoy themselves."
Part of what makes his job enjoyable is watching people dance.
The music stops and his voice fills

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP
Sometimes Leipsner joins the crowd on the. dance floor. More
often, he watches people dance from where he stands behind his
system. "I have a lot of fun," he says. "It doesn't feel like a job.
It's sheer enjoyment watching people enjoy themselves."

the room announcing the start of a
dance contest, a nightly feature.
People on the dance floor cheer the
announcement and then laugh as the
first few verses of "The Hokey
Pokey" come through the speakers.
A large circle of dancers forms as
Leipsner positions himself at the
center of the floor to judge. As the
dancers put their left foot in and
their right foot out, he looks for a
winner while laughing and encouraging the dancers. Often he even does a
few steps of his own.
When the song ends, he goes back
to the microphone and announces
the winner of a Sounds Alive D.J.'s
T-shirt. "I would like to get the
name recognized down here,"
Leipsner says. "The business is wellknown in the Washington, D.C.,
area where it started."
Business cards sit next to the
sound system and help him line up
the next job. "I operate on a onefor-one theory. I try to book one
event for every job I do. Sometimes I
get one, sometimes I don't," he
says. But a single show has helped
him to line up as many as three more
shows.
The price for a show ranges from
$250 in the Washington, D.C., area
to $200 in the Valley.
Since he started the business
Leipsner has done more than 500
shows, mostly at private parties,
weddings and formal dances.
Starting the business "was kind of

With a friend from high school for
a business partner, Sounds Alive
D.J.'s was formed. To the dismay of
Leipsner's parents, the two partners
each invested $1,000 for equipment.
"My parents thought it would go
down the drain because our interests
always changed," Leipsner says as a
broad smile breaks over his round
face.
Leipsner says business was slow
the first month, but then word of
their business spread quickly. One
of the most memorable jobs was a
formal Valentine's Day party for
sons and daughters of congressmen.
"We had to get through four feet of
snow to get there," Leipsner says.
The DJs arrived almost two hours
late after renting two four wheel
drive trucks to transport their equipment.
Experiences like this have not subdued Leipsner's enthusiasm. "I will
(DJ) at least until I finish college.
After that, I will play it by ear." he
says.
If the decision is up to the dancers
in front of him who have not stopped moving since the party began
four hours ago, Leipsner could be
shuffling his feet to the beat of music
for a long time.

Charles Lundy

Album review
Oingo Boingo,
Dead Man's Party

?

a fluke," Leipsner says. "I was asked by the host of a party to bring my
stereo. We had two systems at the
party so I kept the music going continuously and the reaction was
tremendous."

The ideal Halloween album. Eight
of the 11 songs and the sleeve pictures contain references to death.
Oingo Boingo is as radical a departure as possible from Harrisonburg
radio without going punk. "Dead
Man's Party" is a true group effort.
All seven band members do their
thing on every song, playing
everything from horns, saxophones,
synthesizers and dozens of percussion instruments. The results are
pleasingly different but never out of
hand. The lyrics may be serious; it is
hard to tell. But that does not matter. The theme song from the movie
"Weird Science" is included. It is
the band's only attempt to achieve a
mass audience it does not seem to
want.

ZZ Top,
Afterburner
This band has so much fun with its
music the band members have no
time to stuff pretentious schlock
down anybody's throat. "Afterburner" is no departure from the
multi-million seller "Eliminator"
and continues ZZ Top's forray into

guitar/synthesizer rock. With its incredibly precise production, "Afterburner" demands to be played at
least as loud as 30 watts. Some
sound effects will be tough to
reproduce on stage when the band
begins touring. "Stages," "Planet
of Women" and the single "Sleeping
Bag" best exemplify the power songs
ZZ Top is famous for. I like the untypical "Rough Boy," a sappy I-amwhat-I-am ballad.

D.T. and The
Shakes,
Smooth Studio
Crafted Teen
Fodder
The embodiment of contemporary
amateur rock V roll is here in Harrisonburg. D.T. and the Shakes, five
JMU students, wrote all six songs on
their underground record. "Live at
the Mystic Den" is a more accurate
sample of the band's work; the harddriving guitars and rhythm section
sound like the band members create
a lot of concert energy, but on
records they give way to Will-Craxton's anglicized voice.
Despite the record's silly title, the
bitter, sarcastic lyrics do more than

unintelligibly fit the beat; they and
the shifting tempos on "You Bet"
and "Around & Down" promise the
band is capable of more than just
mindlessly covering punk bands like
The Ramones. So what if they never
put Harrisonburg on the musical
map? These guys have done well to
get this far.

Asia,
Astra
Asia proves mixing members of
previously successful bands (King
Crimson, Emerson, Lake and
Palmer in this case) does not
necessarily work. Former guitarist
for Yes, Steve Howe, has been
replaced by someone called Mandy
Meyer. "Astra" nevertheless
features the same elements that
made the band's first two albums a
bore — too much synthesizer, backing vocals and very little else. Bassist
John Wetton's vocals make for good
harmonies, but all songs he co-wrote
with keyboardist Geoff Downes
have no lyrical substance whatsoever. Nobody's talents stand out
above the mass of overproduction.
"Astra" has little to recommend it
except for Asia's reputation as an
overnight international pop music
phenomenon.
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Bad floors, bad shoes and bad routines
contribute to injuries from aerobic exercise
By Pam Westfall
columnist

Aerobic dance is fun, highspirited exercise with both
physiological and psychological
benefits. The sport is turning into
a do anywhere-with-anyone activity as its popularity increases.
While that flexibility is nice, it
does increase the likelihood of
unknowingly detrimental exercise
practices.
To assure aerobic dance safety,
researcher Jean Rosenbaum
recommends participants stay
away from "The Three Bad BY'
— bad floors, bad shoes and bad
routines.
Bad floor. A good floor gives a
little and provides adequate protection from impact shock.

Special dance studio decks and
cushioned hardwood basketball
courts are good. Carpeted surfaces are fair; but concrete floors
or linoleum and hardwood on
concrete or steel contribute to
many serious injuries.
Bad shoes. Aerobic dance shoes
should minimize foot twisting,
stabilize the foot and absorb
shock. Four times the pressure of
the normal body weight is forced
on the foot during a workout.
Therefore a shoe with plenty midsole cushioning is a must. Running and court shoes generally are
not suitable for the frequent side
to side movement in aerobic
dance.
Bad routines. Never follow an
instructor who supports the no
pain, no gain theory. Pain is not

;

Graduating?
Keep up with what you leave behind. Subscribe to
The Breeze.
Call 6596 for details.

including exercises to strengthen
all parts of the body.
• include a cool down to light
aerobics and stretches.
• utilize an individualized program that progresses gradually yet
continually challenges the participant.
If at any time during or after a
workout you notice any pain,
swelling or numbness, decrease
your activity so it is pain free.
Rest and change the form of exercise to one with fewer impact
forces.
Remember, dance smart so you
can have a footloose and injuryfree workout.
Health and You is published
twice monthly. Pam West/all is a
senior majoring in dietetics.

Making A; A%#
Decision |f >-

— on-—

mrm§m

something to ignore and endure
— it is a danger signal. Trust
your own ability to distinguish
between safe feelings of stretch
and strength from feelings of
pain.
Some basic exercise don'ts that
often lead to pain and injury include:
• do not bounce.
• do not lock joints.
• do not arch the neck or lower
back.
• do not swing.
• do not exercise unnecessarily
fast.
• do not overbend a joint.
The do's of an aerobic dance
workout should include:
• do an adequate warm
up/static stretching period.
• use an aerobic peak workout

Unplanned K$fe
Pregnancy rM
Isn't Easy 'f*
We know you'll want ?J'
to consider all the options l*»B
and weigh the pros and
*■«
cons carefully.
v '
We know, too, that complex ~
personal circumstances can sometimes
make abortion the best choice.
At Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services we
offer family planning and early abortion se^ces
because we believe a wnmancK..,,: services
range of options available to her
* * 'M"
Call us for information or to schedule an •■«*--.
may call us coHect " " ^^ "

If you've lost it, found it, want to sell it or rent it, or
just want to make it personal, buy a classified ad
in The Breeze.

*-

k

needed

' ^u

Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services
Hagerstown, MD 21740

(301) 733-24oT
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Sports
Defense dominates in finale
By Rob Washburn
staff writer

The JMU defense forced seven Towson State
turnovers and held the high-powered Tiger offense to just 183 total yards to lead the Dukes to a
13-0 season-ending victory Saturday at JMU
Stadium.
"I thought it was a great defensive effort,"
JMU head coach Joe Purzycki said. "Our defense

will wind up possibly in the top 10 in the country
... I thought it was fitting that they went out and
played shutout football against what has been a
prolific offenscover the last five years."
The Dukes' defense spent much of the day in the
face of highly regarded Towson quarterback Kurt
Beathard. Beat hard, who had thrown for 2,552
yards and 21 touchdowns with only 10 interceptions coming into the game, threw five interceptions, was sacked four times and totaled only 153

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

yards through the air.
Purzycki credited much of JMU's success to a
special nickel defense that was put in by the Dukes'
defensive coaches for the game. JMU replaced
defensive tackle Greg Colvin with cornerback
Mike Jones, and moved outside linebacker Albert
Williams to defensive tackle.
"We felt the only way to stop Towson was to
play five defensive backs," Purzycki said. "What
we did in essence was take one big man off the
football field and put another athlete on the field.
It worked to perfection."
On the day, Jones had one interception and a
fumble recovery. Williams had two quarterback
sacks.
__^__
The defense kept the Dukes in the game early
after a shaky start by the JMU offense.
On the game's opening possession, Dukes'
quarterback Greg Lancaster was intercepted, giving Towson the ball on the JMU 17-yard line.
The Tigers could pick up only one yard in three
plays and failed to score when a 3 3-yard field goal
attempt by Jerome Nolan went wide left.
The JMU offense could do no better on its second possession. On the opening play of the drive,
fullback Warren Marshall fumbled after a 13-yard
run, giving Towson the ball on the Dukes' 33-yard
line.
Again the JMU defense was equal to the
challenge, this time giving up only five yards.
Nolan missed wide left once again from 45 yards
and the Dukes dodged another bullet.
JMU noseguard Doug West said the defense
wasn't affected by the early turnovers.
"We've become accustomed to that," West
said. "They turn the ball over and we just say
'Hey, we've got to suck it up.' It's not like we
haven't done it before."
The Dukes were finally able to generate some offense on their third possession. After a series of
short runs, Lancaster found tight end Neal Wilkinson for a 13-yard completion to the Tiger 44-yard
line.
Two plays later, Lancaster hit halfback Kelvin
Griffin along the right sideline with a 43-yard

Linebackers Dean McCullough (14) and Charles Haley take down Towson State tight end
Steve Kivinski during Saturday's season-ending 13-0 win over the Tigers.
By Paul Bergeron
staff writer

Dukes open
season with
loss to UVa.

The JMU women's basketball
team lost 71-57 at 13th-ranked
Virginia Friday night in their
season opener.
The Dukes will make their home
debut tonight when they face
Liberty at 7:30 p.m. hY*he Convocation Center.
JMU entered Friday's game with
some questions on where this
year's squad would stand. Head
coach Shelia Moorman found out
the vulnerabilities of her team.
"Against this caliber of team your
weaknesses are going to show up in
a hurry," she said.
With Flo Jackson being the only
healthy and experienced guard,
the Dukes were forced to play

freshmen Missy Dudley and Donna Budd in the backcourt.
Their inexperience at the college
level and full court pressure from
the Cavaliers resulted in 12 turnovers between the pair.
"Their guards dominated our
guards," Moorman said. "Donna
Holt and Daphne Hawkins'
quickness really affected our
guards."
It was Hawkins (20 points) and
Holt (12 points) that keyed the
Cavaliers offense. Ahead 14-11
with 11:04 remaining in the first
half, JMU was out scored 17-6
(seven points by Holt) in the next
6:30 and could not get within six
points for the remainder of the
game.
Moorman hopes her freshman
guards will improve. "The tremendous pace of the college game is

See DEFENSE page 13 *>
something they will have to adjust
to," she said. "They did improve
as the game went on which was
very encouraging."
Against Liberty, JMU will be
able to experiment with different
lineups and combinations said
Moorman. "We're not a team yet;
we're just not there. We'd like to
play more people more minutes.
This will give us the atmosphere
for the fans to see all our players."
One player the JMU faithful
should not miss is Alisa Harris.
The sophomore center netted a
career-high 19 points and grabbed
11 rebounds.
The game against Liberty (11-14
in 1984-85) is the first meeting between the schools. JMU players will
remain on the court after the game
enabling the students and fans a
chance to meet with the players.
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Final win shows signs of hope for 1986
By Mark Charnock

sports editor

A season that was supposed to mean a rebirth
for JMU football ended Saturday with the same
high hopes it started with.
After a somewhat lackluster 5-6 debut, Joe Purzycki is excited. He is excited, but if one really
looked hard after Saturday's 13-0 win over
Towson State, Purzycki also showed signs of
relief.

Commentary
After some initial comments about the win, Purzycki turned his attention to the future. He is like a
kid who already knows what his Christmas toys
are. The problem is he can't unwrap them until
next season.
The huge depth chart on the wall next to Purzycki in the makeshift press room contained some
remarkable statistics. It showed 10 of 11 starters
returning on defense for next season. It showed a
freshman quarterback with enough experience to
run the Wing-T with poise next season. It showed a
backfield of Warren Marshall, Kelvin Griffin and
your pick of several other quality backs returning.
The only crucial loss next season will come when
captain Charles Haley leaves. Haley had another
great year, forcing many opposing offenses away
from his side. He was often the single most influential person on the field.
Don't be too upset about his leaving because
Purzycki has a long list of replacements. Names
like Kobosko, Woodson and Williams will now

move to the forefront of the JMU linebacking
core.
After a year's experience, the JMU offense that
set a season record for most turnovers, should be a
bit more cohesive. Freshman Greg Lancaster might
have won himself the quarterback spot outright
despite a so>so showing against Towson.
The chart also showed hope for Joe Purzycki
and a program that didn't quite live up to
everyone's expectations this season. But Purzycki
will hear none of that.
"We probably should have been a winning football team," he admitted. "But we're not going to
get mired in what might have been."
What "might have been", included what should
have been a win over a fired-up Liberty team in the
season's third game. According to Purzycki that
game was a turning point.
"That (Liberty game) was the point that affected our season the most," he said. "That shook
us up...and we played very tentatively on
offense."
Purzycki again looks to the depth chart and
rambles on about how many people he'll have
back: how this color tag means something while
another means something else. High hopes is what
he has.
"I know we're going to improve," Purzycki
said. "I know we're going to get better. I've got to
feel excited about the future of the program."
It was that same excitement about the program
that probably won Purzycki his job as head coach.
With that excitement comes a lot of pressure. Purzycki has every right to be excited about next
season and JMU fans have every right to expect a
winner.

Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE

Fullback Warren Marshall (above) is one of
many returning starters for head coach Joe
Purzycki in 1986.

Woyrii fto DoigK
Complete Beauty Salon
Specialist in

COMPLETE BODY WAXING
also visit our
SUNTANA SUNSYSTEM
Safe U.V.A. light
Sun System is GUARANTEED to tan anyone
Special introductory offer, 10 visits $30
Call for Appointment, 434-1617
624 Hawkins St.

Expires Nov. 30

DEADLINE
No further Contract Exchanges or requests for
Room changes will be made after Monday,
December 2,1985
Contact the Office of Residence Life, 103
Alumnae Hall (x-6489) for questions concerning this deadline.

Tfie Sfcirs Are Dwr All DOHA At

DM5CKO^RDEK5

America's European theme park in
Williamsburg, Va. is conducting auditions for
over 200 singers, dancers musicians, variety artists, actors, technicians, stage managers, and
supervisors. You could be part of the cluster of
stars at Busch Gardens. So get your act
together and come "shine" at our 1986
Auditions!!!!
Audition Dates:
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 1,12-5 p m
Busch Gardens
Hastings Theatre
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA
SUNDAY, JANUARY 19,
12-5 p.m.
Busch Gardens
Hastings Theatre

GARDENS

An Alt.rmaUve Action/Equal Qpponum.v Fm„,»r.

^v
•>
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Defense

MISTAEKES
Everyone makes mistakes now and then.
In a newspaper, it could be a misspelled
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's fiction. Maybe a story bordered on bad taste,
was overplayed, or was not covered at all.
Sometimes the newspaper prints a correction.

►• (continued from page 11)

until late in the fourth quarter. After
Towson failed to convert on fourth
down at its own 18-yard line, two
runs by Marshall, the second one for
12 yards and a touchdown, secured
the Dukes' victory.
The game provided a happy ending to a frustrating season for 18
JMU seniors who were playing their
last game for the Dukes.

touchdown pass. After Joe Henry's
extra point try went wide right, JMU
led 6-0.
The remainder of the first half was
played as if neither side wanted the
ball. On the five possessions following the touchdown, both sides committed turnovers. In the first quarter
alone, the Dukes and Tigers combined for seven miscues.
The second half proved to be
much like the first, with the game being dominated by the JMU defense.
The Dukes held Towson to just 67
total yards in the second half.
JMU wasn't able to extend its lead

"The biggest motivation we had
was that we wanted to do it for the
seniors," West said. "The season
didn't turn out the way we wanted it
to, but we figured we could at least
give the seniors something to
remember."

Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed.
• If you see something in The Breeze that
warrants correction, or if vou have a question
about coverage policy, call Gwen Fariss,
editor, at (568)-6127.
Or write her at The Breeze, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

The Breeze listens.
Because nobody's perfect.

Volleyball

Wrestlers take
sixth at Navy
Invitational

The Dukes lost to Massachusetts
Friday in the semifinals of the
Eastern College Athletic Conference
Div. II championships 15-4, 15-7,
11-15, 11-15, 15-3.
The loss drops JMU's record to
31-18.

The JMU wrestling team finished
sixth at the Navy Turkey Bowl Invitational Saturday.
West Virginia won the nine-team
event while North Carolina State
finished second and Lock Haven
took third.
The Dukes' Jeff Bowyer placed second in the 118 pound class as did
Brian Kurlander in the 158-pound
class.

Women's Swimmi~
JMU dropped its second meet of
the season in a 74-64 loss to Tennessee Saturday here.
The Dukes (2-2) took first place in
only five of the 16 events.
JMU defeated American 61-45
Wednesday, winning 10 of 13 events.

WHEEL
OF
FORTUNf
'It will change your
Tuesday night!'

SEfffflH ROCK & FUNK
^

TUE.NOV.26
CULTURE

ilOCSC

NEW SPECIALS
- with a turn of the wheel, every half hour!
SPECIAL THANKSGIVING BREAK
MIDNIGHT MADNESS!

121 S. Main - Downtown

.
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Viewpoint
Lofts gone?
For many students in the Bluestone area of campus, lofts are an indispensable part of on-campus living. Now, the university just might
ban those lofts, and this will create more than a few problems and inconveniences.
For a year now, the university has been in the process of changing
its policy on lofts in the Bluestone area, prompted by fire and safety
violations. A decision formally will be announced shortly, and it will
probably be a ban on full lofts in the Bluestone dorms. Platform beds,
such as those allowed in the Village area, might be allowed.
Problems will result from this change, but it is hard for us to protest
such a move when the safety of the students obviously was the main
reason behind the change. JMU doesn't need a disaster like the
William and Mary dorm fire that occurred several years ago. Restrictions for building lofts now are not as rigid or tightly enforced as they
should be, and, as a result, full lofts probably are an accident waiting
to happen. In addition to being a fire hazard, lofts create a hazard for
firefighters and rescue workers in the event of a fire.
Full lofts — lofts that cover all or nearly all of a dorm room — are
against fire regulations. Why they were allowed to be built and then
become an invaluable part of Bluestone life In the first place Is a question that needs to be answered. The university has been breaking the
law for a long time, and it has waited too long to correct the problem.
Full lofts help to utilize as much space as possible In the large
Bluestone rooms and allow three and as many as four students to live
in reasonable comfort. Banning them will mean cramped living and
wasted space at the same time. (Some of the rooms have 12-foot high
ceilings.) Bluestone dorms will not be as attractive to live in as before,
and there is no way four students can live in one room. Enough overcrowding exists already at JMU without this problem added to the list.
The university has planned another dorm and it will be needed once
the change has been made in the lofts.
JMU students should realize the rooms they spent so much time
working on might soon become a thing of the past. It is for their own
safety, but it should never have been allowed to come to this.

J.R. Rose
.OUT MOST IMPORTANTLY ,THROUGH
TW6.SE SIWUT TALKS, rtR.Go&BAGH&V
AMP I HAV£TRUUf C6ARN6D TO TftJST

Parents, beware of kits bearing candy
Eliot J. Tubis, national director of University
Care Services, is quite possibly a college student's
worst enemy. Under the guise of performing a
"valuable service," he is throwing anvils to those
struggling to stay afloat in the sea of scholarship.
"In December your son/daughter enters the
most crucial nerve-wracking period of the
academic year — final exams," he wrote
thousands of parents not long ago. "Studying for
finals can be a most effective learning experience if
students are sufficiently relaxed."
And how does Tubis propose to loosen up tense
students? By selling to their parents for $11.95 a
"survival kit" containing 41 items, 27 of which are
candy, to be delivered in time for exams at their
colleges.
All that sugar, says Donna Lestyan at the
Eastern Virginia Medical School in Norfolk, Va.,
"will tend to make a person hyper."
Further, the sugar "can predispose one to
diabetes or hypoglycemia. It makes one fat, and
fat is a risk to health."
Tubis' letters, she says, "perpetuate bad habits.
He should be investigated."
Right, and since I received one of his letters, apparently because I have a daughter at JMU, I called Tubis at his office. I pointed out to him that
JMU was not listed among the 50 colleges and

universities he claims take part in his "survival
kit" program.
"Oh," he said, "we work with a lot more than
50."
"How many more?" I asked.
"I can't divulge that."
"Are you incorporated?"
"It's none of your business."
"How many employees do you have?"
"I'm not going to tell you."
"How long have you been in business?"

Guest Spot
Carl Cahiil
"You'll have to talk to my lawyer."
"What's his name?"
"I'm not going to tell you that, either." Then he
hung up.
In his letters he states that "a portion of the proceeds from each order will be donated to the student scholarship fund at the university." But
Rudolph Smith, assistant vice president for finance
and business at Norfolk State University, one of
the 50 schools listed in the survival kit promotional
literature as taking part in Tubis scheme, says he
V^
f

has not heard of University Care Services. Norfolk
State plans to complain to the U.S. postal inspecthc soo ics in the survivai kh tn
hJin?
?
* win
help students study are Crackerjacks, a Snickers
and a Tootsic RoU
kfnU
* *LUthposs.bly
- The only
items tSS
that could
be of any assistance
studying are a "Do Not Disturb" sign, a NSU
eraser and, appropriately - since* diabetes oft«
affects vision - a textbook magnifying sheet.
ir8,m
* JS
yramatiC
? Medical
School, sugar can
m00d SWingS
anTdoS'?
' --85 ups

fromanealhi,^aimed S Was mentally ""balanced
Twinkies when he sh
FrXfsco M^Tly
«t San
0
0
tSSSfh^/? ™?
™*
->
Supervisor
c ,hat worked at least

"anv si^ii;.
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-
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"Th5T .SCI*?* five ycars for th* crime,
"is a total BSJMES? Tubis' literature,
contain fr't Z^BV^SSZ

a day helps you work, relax and play."
Carl Cahiil is

nor a student.
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Readers' Forum
Campusquote
"The university le considering banning full lofts In Bluestone because
they're a fire hazard. How do you feel
about this?"

"I think the fire marshall has a valid
reason but it would
make life living in the
dorm similar to barracks life."
David Baldwin
sophomore
recreation/sports
management
'Tdon't think we
should ban them
because we don't
have enough space in
the rooms anyway."
Susan Funkhouser
Junior
communication arts
"That wouldn't
bother me as long as
you can have single
lofts."
Sandy Calhoun
sophomore
early childhood

education
"I don't like this
because the rooms are
not big enough for
three people to live
comfortably."
Chris Davis
sophomore
political science
"I live off campus so
it won't effect me,
but the people that
are on campus, I feel
sorry for."
Tim Bailey

junior

hotel/resteraunt
management
Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
population.

JMU Honor Carle

System defended
To the editor.
As an Honor Council representative, I found
Katie Tremper's Nov. 18 letter about our emphasis
on whether students would report honor code
violations contained misconceptions about our
position. Nobody on the council believes that "the
purpose of an honor code is to instill fear in
students that their classmates will 'rat' on them."
Its purpose is to promote academic honesty and integrity. We did not ask students if they would consider violating the code because we assume the
answer would be "no."
A student-run honor system is based on the
belief that most students are honest and committed
to academic honesty. If this commitment does not
extend to reporting violations, then the honor
system will not be effective.
I do not understand why Ms. Tremper believes
students are essentially less objective about honor
vioSations than professors. Honor juries are composed of faculty and student representatives and
proceedings are designed to give students a fair
hearing. A faculty-run system would probably not
be more objective but it would have other effects.
It would replace the assumption of honesty with an
assumption of dishonesty; an attitude that all or
most students will cheat unless they are watched. It

could easily give rise to an us-against-them situation where students would see the faculty as the
enemy. Riding hard on students would take away
from the tune andenergy professors could devote
to their rgal job: teaching. Worst of all, the openness and sense of mutual purpose between faculty
and students could easily deteriorate into mutual
suspicion, hardly the atmosphere most conducive
to learning. The good faculty-student relations and
positive atmosphere which placed JMU second in
its group in the recent U.S. News & World Report
survey would collapse.
If we students resign the enforcement of
academic honor to the faculty, then we will be
justifying the charges that we are taking a "fastfood" approach to education, wanting all of the
privileges with none of the responsibility. Reporting an honor code violation is not "ratting." It is
not telling the fifth grade teacher that little Jimmy
is chewing bubbl? g'jm in class. Wc are adults and
it is our responsibility to preserve the integrity of
our academic system and our education.
Sherry L. Coakely
senior
history/English

Controversy is not funny
To the editor:
While comic strips may be "meant to relieve
life's day-to-day tensions," Keith Turner's "Real
World" comic strip is more of a mockery than any
kind of humorous relief.
The true real world would not publish such controversial topics. Suppose comic strips were
published about blacks and pro-apartheid attitudes
in the the real world. The NAACP would probably
take the artist and publishers to court. Or how
about comic strips about abortion? Neither of
these topics, I believe, can be found humorous in
any way.

While some believe that Keith Turner is not
looking to "perpetuate the annual heterosexual/homosexual conflict" and that he is following
"trends," I believe controversial issues such as
abortion, apartheid, and homosexuality should
not be portrayed in comic strips. These are not
humorous issues. How can one "grow up and
learn to laugh" at such things?
Stephanie Hammond
freshman
computer science

Support your class organization
To the editor
Many students are unaware of the recently
formed council of university classes. The University Class Organization is the result of Dr. Carrier's
proposal to strengthen class unity and promote
better alumni relations after graduation.
JMU offers students a wide variety of experiences in our four (or more) years here. In
return, we each contribute through time served on
athletic teams, on-campus jobs and social/service
clubs. Soon the time will come when we must
fulfill our roles as alujnni. JMU will only continue
to grow and excel with the faithful support of its

graduates.
While students, we should form ties with our
college and our classmates that will last forever.
Homecoming, graduation and class reunions are
important activities whose success depends on class
support and planning. Take an active role in your
individual class while you are here and you just
might find your pride in JMU enhanced long after
graduation.
Adrlenne Mentzer
senior
English
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1000 S. Main St.

Harrlsonburg. Va.
BS Canton

MONDAY NIGHT

Lowenbrau 6-12 oz bottles .$2.69

NFL
FOOTBALL

Michelob Beer
6-12 oz bottles

TACOS

JV9140 .§^-mL^12a1mv

l5elivery Spec ial ~

Pepsi & Mountain Dew

$2.59
99c

A & P Sweetened ______^_
Orange Juice 46 oz
.$1.39
vlGrade

'A' Butterball Turkeys
10 lbs & up
99c/lb

- Suyone.yet(Htefriee-S-fSOtutt,
cuitk t&i& cou&Qtt /

m

A & P Cranberry Sauce
3 cans

> Fresh Baked Pumpkin Pie.. $1.69

ANDERSON BROTHERS

AUTO mm*

Your

Auto
Parts
Specialist
Foreign or Domestic

I

SINCE 1B7C

O

THE STUDENT
ALTERNATIVE

Students receive 10% discount
on all cash purchases except
sale items (with JMU I.D.)
Free Big A hat to first 25 students
Mon - Fri 7:30 am ■ 6 pm
Sat 8 am - 4 pm

WE BUY AND SELL JMU
TEXTBOOKS BEGINNING DEC. 12.

60 E. Rock St., Harrlsonburg
434-4418

Corner ol S. Main & Pleasant HIM Hd

1820 S. Main St.

Frito Corn Chips 11.5oz .. .$1.49
Seven Up 28 oz bottle

69<p

Yoplait Yogurt 6 oz

57$

Jane Parker Mince Pies
27 oz

JMU Skiers
Killington Winterbreak
SkifeSt

$1.00

Jan 1-5

(Jan 5-10 also available)
• 5 day ski pass good for all
6 mountains
• 5 nights kitchen equipped
condo
• LUV benefits
* Buses available
From

$163.00
Contact:
Ricky Wingen x7461
Kim Gibson x5748

SE1F-SERVICE
COPIES

4'/2<

Turkey Breast
A & P Frozen Handi
WhipTopping 8oz

$1.89

$1.99/lb
69<p

Try Kinko's. For great copies.
And great deals.

kinko's

Open early Open tatc.
Open weekends.
1010 South Main
Next to Wampler Theatre
433-9287

Prices effective through Saturday, Nov 30

